Video reconstruction has become an important tool for rig and artefact removal in cinema postproduction. In this paper we are concerned with reconstructing stereo video material. We propose a method that builds on existing exemplar-based video inpainting techniques and includes a dedicated view consistency constraint. Within a constrained texture synthesis framework, we use reconstructed motion and inter-frame disparity vectors as guides for finding appropriate example source patches from parts of the sequence that minimise spatial and stereo discrepancies. We then introduce coherent patch sewing to reconstruct the missing region by stitching the source patches together. Compared to previous methods our results show increased spatial and view consistency.
INTRODUCTION
The recent revival of stereo cinema, as well as the infiltration of stereo media in consumer market call for new tools to automatise postproduction tasks in stereo. Existing methods for monoscopic videos should not be applied directly to stereoscopic content without taking into account depth consistency. Likewise, temporal consistency has to be taken into account when extending image-based techniques to process videos. This paper presents a rig and artefact removal technique for stereo videos. The aim is to fill in or inpaint a region of a video over multiple frames and multiple views. The proposed algorithm is based on an examplar-based framework [1, 2] in which patch-based reconstruction is used to perform stereo video completion while enforcing temporal smoothness.
Patch-based reconstruction consists in putting together image patches to fill in a hole. One of the two main issues is to find the location of good candidates for replacement, the other is how to assemble the patches together. Our solutions to these problems are similar to [3] where patches are tracked using Mean Shift and merged with Graph Cut. In this paper, we use a much simpler tracking method based on the reconstructed motion vectors and less costly heuristic approach to the patch stitching problem with a pruning criteria to select which pixels are copied from a tracked patch.
Stereo video completion literature is still scarce but research on high quality and efficient algorithms for stereo rig removal or view generation is motivated by the current rise of stereo cinematography and 3DTV. The authors of [4] jointly reconstruct disparity and intensity within a missing region in a stereo pair by first warping one view to the other before applying texture synthesis on the remaining area. The technique needs several iterations to remove view-consistency artefacts, which would not be efficient to process a video. A combination of temporal and stereo consistency has been introduced in [5] , but the resulting blend of warped pixels across views and the output of temporal inpainting is blurry. In this work we encourage stereo consistency by completing stereo pairs sequentially and we explicitly enforce view consistency by comparing disparity compensated patches in a single candidate selection mechanism to avoid the drawbacks of [4, 5] .
Temporal smoothness is generally obtained at the price of image sharpness in previous techniques. For instance in [6] smoothing of the reconstruction along trajectories, as a postprocessing step of frame by frame image reconstruction yields a loss of detail. Smoothness has also been enforced by segmenting a video into different motion segments [7] , to which occlusions and disocclusions are challenging. As a rule, feature point trajectories and motion estimation and interpolation are the key to a smooth reconstruction. In this paper we use motion vectors as guides to find appropriate locations for source patches and favour propagation of the reconstructed information from previously reconstructed areas.
Contribution: Our proposed method builds on the technique presented in [8] which reconstructs a hole pixel by pixel, without explicit view consistency constraint. It builds a set of candidate pixels by tracking the missing site, compares all candidates and selects the best match for replacement. We improve this previous work in three ways. Firstly we increase the view consistency by explicitly constraining the patch matching. Secondly we use a more robust patch tracking to avoid exhaustive search. Finally we introduce coherent patch sewing to prevent spatial artefacts and reduce computation time by copying patches rather than just one pixel at a time.
Overview: A stereo video is processed sequentially. In each frame, missing pixels are filled in the order defined by a priority measure (section 2.1). Candidate patches in the video are compared to a patch surrounding missing data in the current frame with a distance measure (section 2.2). The candidates are searched along time and across view in the whole video (section 2.3). Once the best candidate is found, it is copied to replace the missing data (section 2.4).
STEREO VIDEO COMPLETION
We want to reconstruct a masked area in a stereo video, given a binary mask M labelling each pixel with 1 for known data and 0 for unknown.
Order of Filling
As in [8] our algorithm is iterative, starting with a frame in the middle of the video in a given view. A key deviation from [8] to impose more constraints on the reconstruction and speed up the tracking step is to process the stereo-counterpart of a given frame immediately after having reconstructed the frame.
At each frame, the missing pixels are ordered according to a priority measure P. Following state-of-the art examplarbased techniques [7, 1] , it is designed to preserve the structure of an image by processing first missing points which are at the boundary of a hole and close to strong edges. Hence higher priority is given to sites x where more surrounding pixels are known (supporting information in a square patch Ψ x of width 21 to 25 pixels in our tests) and where abutting texture and depth gradients are stronger (similarly to [7] we use the amount of edge information in a surrounding patch, which gives a high priority to highly textured areas as well).
We also want to give high priority to sites at which the missing information is more likely to be revealed in the previous, next or stereo-counterpart frame and therefore candidates for direct warping (that should minimise the possibility of mismatch) are more likely to be found during tracking. So we use an additive formulation instead of the traditional multiplication of confidence and data terms to maintain a high priority for unknown sites surrounded by more known pixels:
(1) Where G are Gaussian weights giving more importance to pixels towards the centre of a patch, E T is the norm of the intensity gradients on the known image data and E D is the norm of disparity gradients. In our implementation we set α C = 1 and α T = α D = 10. Once the current missing pixel has been replaced, the priority of its neighbours is updated.
Patch Comparison
To find a replacement for the unknown data at a site p, we seek to minimise the distance D(p, x) between the support image patches around p and a candidate x from an other part of the stereo video. In [8] we only compare 2D patches with the measure d(p, x) = 1 − SSIM(p, x) using a SSIM [9] weighted by G. In this paper we extend the distance to explicitly enforce view consistency by also comparing the respective stereo-counterpart patches at p and x, i.e. patches centred at disparity-compensated locations p and x on the other view:
Where we fix the weight λ = 10. To account for inaccuracies in the reconstructed disparity vectors as well as self occlusions, the view consistency term d(p , x ) is turned off automatically when the correspondence between the pixel being processed p in one view and its stereo-counterpart in the other view is poor, i.e. when d(p, p ) > θ. Therefore we calculate the weight as λ = βh(d(p, p ), θ), where h is defined as follows:
In our experiments we set β = 5 and θ = 0.5. Fig. 1 illustrates the benefits of the view consistency constraint.
Best Patch Search
As a preprocessing step we estimate the motion and disparity vectors and interpolate the fields in the masked areas using the plug-in suite Ocula 3.0 for the compositing software for movie postproduction Nuke. The reconstructed vectors allow to find candidates for replacement for each missing site by tracking each corresponding patch along time and across view in the whole stereo sequence (using bilinear interpolation on the vectors to avoid drifting errors).
Similar to [8] the revealed area around the shifted position of a missing pixel should be maximised to increase the likelihood of selecting relevant information for completion. But we deviate from [8] in three ways to encourage the selection of patches that contain new information. Firstly we set an information score S made of the size of the unmasked region in the candidate patch and a term corresponding to the size of the region that is actually revealed in the candidate patch, i.e. the region that is unmasked in the candidate patch but masked in the patch around the pixel being completed. Using the first term only is equivalent to the tracking formulation in [8] :
k is the location of the tracked patch at the candidate frame k in view w, y indexes the patch in the candidate frame and y v n indexes a patch in the current frame being filled n in view v, which is centred at p = x v n . Secondly we do not keep any candidate in the current frame anymore, and we perform full forward and backward tracking for both left and right view streams. For each tracking step, the site that maximises the score in equation (4) is selected. However, to favour direct warping, if the information is available in the next, previous or stereo-counterpart frame, the search is pruned.
Finally, to be robust to tracking errors and avoid the costly exhaustive search performed in [8] we add a multiple-step block matching stage on each selected candidate frame after tracking (adding 9 patch comparisons with the distance from equation (2) at each step). In our tests the initial width of the search area is 41 to 61 pixels and is divided by two at each iteration until it is below 5 pixels. After this stage 100 patches centred at known pixels bordering each refined candidate location are compared to the patch around the current processed site using equation (2).
Coherent Patch Sewing
Once the candidatex which yields the minimum distance in equation (2) has been selected, colour values of pixels in the patch Ψx are copied at their corresponding locations in the patch Ψ p . Copying all pixels from the best patch without further processing generates visible artefacts [3] so we define a criteria inspired by coherence search [8, 2] to decide which pixels can be copied.
Each known pixel y in Ψx not surrounded by unknown pixels is tested as a candidate to replace the corresponding unknown pixel q in Ψ p and its information is copied if:
Where D is computed as in equation (2) and µ is the average of the distances computed for all candidates that have already been selected to fill in the masked region. This heuristic sewing scheme prevents errors (as illustrated in Fig. 2 ) that can arise if trying to copy information from a best patch that does not match well with the known information in the patch being filled (due to errors in tracking for instance).
Edge information in E T and E D is filled simultaneously by replacing the corresponding edge values. Then the priority measure described in section 2.1 is updated. Note that the intensity value at each site is adjusted (using the linear predictive model of intensity change solved by least square estimation presented in [8] ) before being copied at the corresponding missing location. We also rectify the copied edge values with the same coefficient.
RESULTS
We tested our algorithm on moving object and artefact removal scenarios. Three frames from each test sequence are displayed in Fig. 3 . We chose to demonstrate our technique on practical cases for which the ground truth data is not available and focus on subjective comparison of the reconstructed videos to a state-of-the art technique (Rig Removal [10] as implemented in Nuke). The reader is invited to visit our website at http://www.sigmedia.tv/Misc/svc to watch the results. Note that the values of the parameters mentioned along the paper were obtained by trial and error, but it would be useful to investigate automatic techniques for adaptive adjustment.
In the first sequence (51 frames of size 960 × 720), on top of Fig. 3 , a walking person is removed. The camera is mostly static and the person is moving slowly. So some pixels are never revealed, for which our algorithm is able infer a coherent reconstruction whereas Rig Removal fails (red areas). The second example (150 frames of size 960 × 540) illustrates a typical stereo problem: a raindrop falls on a stereo camera, corrupting the left view only. Our algorithm benefits from data at the right view to maintain a coherent reconstruction, whereas Rig Removal shows degradations over time. In the last shot (71 frames of size 960 × 720) a person walking in front of a complex background is removed. The complex camera motion (rotation and change of scale) is challenging for our technique so a few spatial artefacts remain (however note that they are coherent across views).
DISCUSSION
We have presented a technique for stereo video completion that tracks and stitches together patches from various parts of the video while preserving spatial coherence and view consistency. Our approach based on [8] is able to synthesise missing areas even if they are never revealed. We show that the new stereo term in the distance measure increases view consistency and coherent patch sewing allows a more efficient implementation while avoiding reconstruction errors. Our method compares well to Rig Removal [10] and outperforms it when more information is available across views and when direct warping is insufficient to recover the missing area. However [10] shows a greater temporal smoothness. To combine the strengths of both techniques, we want to develop a finer motion reconstruction and investigate the role of feature point trajectories to enforce temporal smoothness.
